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The Prerequisites

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
What Are The Student Needs?

• Academically

• Financially

• Emotionally

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and content
It’s All About Fit

• Technical College
• College
• University

Learning Communities
What Are The Students Strengths

• Independent

• Student Social-Emotional Skills

• Advocacy Skills

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and content
The Mindset

• Happy Meal Generation

• Switching of Accountability

• The Emersion Process

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
You Better Get Advised

• Pace Yourself

• Degree Plans Guided Pathways

• Learning Communities

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
Academic Professionalism

• Time Management

• Studying Intentionally

• Treat Your Education Like A Job

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
The Process

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
My Disbursement Has Arrived

• Are You Going To Work

• Financial Management

• Bank Account/ Credit Union

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
Building Rapport With Instructors

• How To Enter Class

• How To Engage In Class

• The Red Apple Effect

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
You Write Too Much

• Thinking Maps

• It’s All About Retaining

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
That Won’t Happen To Me

Title IX

I always keep an open mind because I feel that I can learn from anyone.

@mrphillipsthechangeagent
The Exodus

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
Get Up Get Out And Do Something

• Professional Organizations

• Internship

• Externship

• Learning Abroad
You Better Do The Research

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
When You Do More Than What Expected

This is a skeleton to reduce size of PowerPoint. The PowerPoint used at conference has video content, pictures, graphs and additional content.
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